SOLUTION BRIEF

DISCOVER A BETTER WAY TO

EMPOWER YOUR SECURITY ANALYSTS
INTELLIGENCE. REASONING. AUTOMATION.

It is time to modernize cyber
security operations. For far too long
highly skilled and hard-to-find
defenders have been burdened with
a host of complex tools generating
countless alerts. Fatigue is setting in
and response times lengthen.
Attackers keep winning.
Every security team struggles with
training for a deep understanding of
every cyber vendor's granular
capabilities to guard against the ever
changing threat landscape. This is
evident from every high profile
attack where best-of- breed
products were deployed with
exceptionally well-defined
procedures and processes in place.
This is a people problem.

StrikeReady starts where the most
important part of any security
strategy begins – with the people.
After years of research and analysis
of how security teams work and use
tools and knowledge, the company
has created a revolutionary new
approach that integrates data, tools,
adversary knowledge and defender’s
intelligence. And they made it accessible
for your teams using a natural language
interface.
The results are dramatic. The tools
work better. The team is efficient and
knowledgeable. The Mean Time to
Resolve (MT TR) is reduced by as
much as 80%. The risk is lowered.
And the security investment is
validated and likely reduced.
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INTRODUCING THE
STRIKEREADY COGNITIVE
SECURITY PLATFORM DESIGNED TO OPTIMIZE
& CONSOLIDATE
StrikeReady has brought a new,
innovative, and disruptive
cyber-security technology to the
market. It is redefining the Security
Operations and Management
category by introducing a cognitive
system built using Artificial
Intelligence – Natural Language
Understanding and Supervised
Machine Learning.

of incidents, alerts, operations, and
ever-changing threat landscape.
In addition, the platform is
embedded with CARA, an
Intelligent System, and the industry’s
first digital cybersecurity analyst that
learns in real-time from the
institutional knowledge and practical
experiences of defender’s around
the world. It empowers your
defenders to analyze, reason, guide
and resolve at lightning speed and
only focus on decision making
around exceptions.
StrikeReady has modernized cyber
security operations of many
organizations around the world by
converging AI, data, and automation.

The powerful SaaS-based platform is
purpose built to integrate,
consolidate, operationalize and
optimize your organization’s
cybersecurity technology stack. It
maximizes your ROI, while it engages,
supports and informs your
defenders with reasoning,
knowledge, and automation.
The platform works in conjunction
with StrikeReady’s Attack and
Knowledge Harvesting Infrastructure
and StrikeReady’s Skill and
Action-Centered Framework to
assist cybersecurity teams that are
overburdened with an endless tally
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PLATFORM
CAPABILITIES
ENTERPRISE-GRADE FOUNDATION
Designed to scale by leveraging a
micro-services and a server-less
architecture no matter the
organization size.

DESIGNED FOR ALL
Created for security teams no matter
their size with multi-tenancy
capability to meet the expectations
of extremely complex environments.

AN INTELLIGENT
SYSTEM – CARA
A DNA blend of an Incident
Responder, a Threat Hunter and a
Malware Researcher empowers the
defender to analyze, reason, guide
and resolve at lightning speed.
UNIFYING TOOLS, DATA,
AND OPERATIONS
A vendor neutral approach offers
seamless interoperability and a
unified view for faster
contextualization, analysis and
prioritized remediation.
IMMERSIVE AND
INTERACTIVE REPORTING
A built-in powerful business
intelligence-reporting framework that
helps your entire organization
comprehend data.

AS A CIO, ONE OF MY FOCUS
AREAS IS TO MAKE SECURIT Y
OPERATIONS EFFICIENT.
STRIKEREADY IS THE MOST
TRANSFORMATIVE AND
VALUE-RICH CYBER-SECURIT Y
TECHNOLOGY I HAVE SEEN IN A
LONG TIME. I HIGHLY ENCOURAGE
EVERY CIO AND CISO TO ADOPT IT.
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- JAMES RUTT
CIO, DANA FOUNDATION

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
STRIKEREADY SOLVES PRESSING QUESTIONS
THAT KEEP YOU UP AT NIGHT
How can I prioritize and operationalize threat intelligence?
What are the latest attacks seen in-the-wild that are targeting my
industry?
How can my team gain knowledge regarding tools, tactics and
techniques used by the threat actor?
How can I automate abuse mailbox for spam, malware and phishing?
How do I automate generation and application of countermeasures
without being burdened with writing and maintaining playbooks for
individual use cases?
How do I continuously validate what products (or not) can protect my
organization against the latest attacks or IOCs?
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STRIKEREADY IS BREAKING NEW
GROUND IN SECURIT Y
OPERATIONS WITH CARA AND
GIVES VALUABLE TIME BACK TO
THE SOC. THE COGNITIVE
INTELLIGENCE THAT CARA LEARNS
FROM SENIOR PRACTITIONERS IS
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO
OTHERS RESULTING IN A MORE
SKILLED AND TRAINED
WORKFORCE.
- ANDY BONILLO
CISO, CIENA

THREAT INTEL
OPERATIONALIZATION
Operationalize IOCs and manage the
entire life cycle across your layered
security stack – what to apply, where to
apply and when to retract.
SECURITY ASSESSMENT AND
VULNERABILITY PRIORITIZATION
Execute true-to-life attacks and
exploits, expose security gaps, validate
security controls and apply
countermeasure or prioritize patching
decisions.
RED TEAM ATTACK FEED AND
THREAT INTELLIGENCE.
Gain visibility into active in-the-wild
attacks [commodity malware or nation
sponsored] and IOCs to take a
proactive stance on cyber security.

USE CASES
ALERT AND CASE MANAGEMENT
Accelerate alert prioritization,
enrichment, analysis, resolution and the
most neglected aspect — documentation.

ABUSE MAILBOX ANALYSIS.
Instantly analyze email for spam,
malware or phishing and take actions.

SECURITY AUTOMATION
AND COUNTERMEASURES
Apply real-time reasoning and response
using institutional knowledge and
practical experiences.
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DEPLOY IN MINUTES
& START SEEING ROI
As a SaaS solution, StrikeReady gets
deployed and configured within
minutes. Its software agents, managed
via the management console,
work with Windows, MacOS or
Linux operating systems where they
safely simulate IOCs or attacks to
assess your security posture and
controls. In addition, these agents
communicate with your entire security
stack including SIEM, Firewall, Web
Proxy, Endpoint, Ticketing, Threat
Intelligence, Vulnerability Management
and more to operationalize
intelligence, assimilate data to offer
context and apply countermeasures.

STRIKEREADY EMPOWERS OUR
SECURIT Y ANALYST WORKFORCE,
LESSENS THE PRESSURE AND
BURNOUT, AND MOST
IMPORTANTLY REDUCES BUSINESS
RISK BY IMPROVING OUR
MONITORING AND RESPONSE
CAPABILITIES.
- DJ GOLDSWORTHY
DIR. SECOPS AND
THREAT MANAGEMENT, AFLAC
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YOUR PERSONAL
CYBER AWARENESS
AND
RESPONSE
ASSISTANT - CARA

It can join any team – SOC, Incident
Response, Threat Intel, Security
Engineering, Red Team, Security
Operations, and more — and helps
analyze, reason, guide and resolve.
With CARA, defenders can quickly
respond to incidents, proactively
defend against emerging threats, or
operate at lightning speed as they
continue to perform any security
operations centric task.

Wouldn’t it be great to have an army
of smart analysts at your fingertips?
Meet CARA, not to be confused
with a Chatbot, CARA is an
Intelligent System, and the industry’s
first digital cybersecurity analyst that
operates using a patented Security
Ontology Graph (SOG) designed
to mimic human (aka defender)
thinking.

CARA also offers a conversational
interface the defender can interact
with using natural language. This
interface empowers defenders to be
immediately productive across the
security technology stack and lets
them ask real questions, get
intelligible answers, and perform
operational tasks quickly and
seamlessly. The outcome is
immediate productivity gains while
upskilling and cross-skilling each
team member..

It keeps itself up-to-date and shares
the knowledge and skills that it has
learned in real-time from institutional
knowledge and practical
experiences of defenders around
the world.

LEARN

REASON

RESOLVE

CARA COMES WITH ITS
OWN KNOWLEDGE AND
CONTINUES TO LEARN
IN REAL TIME

CARA ASSISTS WITH
DECISION MAKING AND
OFFERS CONTEXT AND
GUIDANCE

CARA ASSISTS WITH,
AND APPLIES
COUNTERMEASURES
TO COMBAT AGAINST
THREATS
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HOW ORGANIZATIONS LIKE YOURS
BENEFITS FROM STRIKEREADY
No longer struggle with overwhelming alerts and accelerate your
average time to resolution by up to 80%.
Automate countermeasure while skipping the management and
expense of flowchart-based solutions.
Prioritize, operationalize and manage entire lifecycle of IOCs across
the layered security stacks within minutes.
Instantly gain expert help on a real-time basis, while training the
team with institutional knowledge.
Be informed about the active and in-the-wild attacks while
continuously validate security posture against them.
Increase ROI of current security investment and prepare for audits.
Massively reduce churn and burnout of the security team.
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ADVANCED CONVERSATIONAL
UNDERSTANDING

CARA’S CAPABILITIES
With StrikeReady’s Cognitive
Security Platform and CARA,
organizations can transform their
security operations to be leaner,
more efficient and mature.
Ultimately, StrikeReady creates a
human-centered security operations
platform that relies on institutional
intelligence to make the defenders
smarter and the tools work better
together.
This new way of envisioning and
activating security can only happen
when you assemble all the
components into a holistic, dynamic,
vendor-neutral solution like
StrikeReady.

Humans don’t interact in command
codes — and neither do we. CARA
offers a natural language where
defenders can ask questions or
perform operations seamlessly,
thereby enhancing the defender’s
productivity multiple times over.

ACCELERATED AND
REAL-TIME LEARNING
CARA reinforces itself by
observing defender’s ad-hoc or
sequential interactions across
numerous technology stacks, and
then translates them into actionable
insights for everyone else to
consume.

GRAPH-BASED REASONING
The ability to impersonate analyst’s
rationale using patented Security
Ontology Graph and Supervised
Machine Learning helps with faster
decision making and response.
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ABOUT STRIKEREADY
StrikeReady, the pioneer of
intelligence-driven cyber security
offers the Cognitive Security
Platform with CARA, a
purpose-built technology designed
to empower the defenders and help
transform Security Operations.

CONTACT US
TODAY FOR MORE
INFORMATION &
A FREE TRIAL
Deploy in minutes and start seeing
results. For more information or to
get your free trial started, contact
us at info@strikeready.co or visit
www.strikeready.co.

By converging AI, data and
automation, StrikeReady continues
to help the defenders focused on
decision making around exceptions,
while it does the rest – analyze data,
automate process, enforce
countermeasure, and continue to
learn and reinforce its learning in
real-time.
With StrikeReady, companies can
now experience accelerated incident
management and threat intelligence
operationalization, seamless
automation, advanced posture
assessment and integrated skill and
knowledge enhancement.
Founded in 2019 and based in
Fremont, California, StrikeReady is
backed by 11.2 Capital, Outliers,
Canaan Partners, Sequoia Scout, and
numerous cyber-security executives.
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